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This lovely casual design combines 

the finish of a tailored frock with the 
slim young charm of your favorite 
dirndl. Even if you can't ordinarily 
wear tailored things, you’ll find this 
the bright exception, thanks to the 
high neckline, slight blouse above the 
tiny waist, and charming fullness of 
the skirt. Send for Pattern No. H-3448. 
designed for sizes 12. 14. 16, 18 and 
20 (30 to 38 bust). Sizes 14 requires 
4yards of 39-inch material without 
nap. 

Here's a slenderizing classic for both 
town and country. Three or four 
dresses of this aristocratically simple 
design wouldn't be too many. It is 
pictured here in sheer, washable rayon 
print Pattern No. 1905 is designed for 
sizes 36. 38. 40. 42. 44. 46. 48. 50 and 52. 
Size 38 requires 47„ yards of 39-inch 
material without nap. 

Address: 

PATTERN DEPARTMENT, 
WASHINGTON STAR. 

Inclosed 25 cents in coins for 

Pattern No.. Siae_ 

Name .... 

Address 

(Wrap coins securely in paper) 

Copyright, 1040, General Pood* Corp. 

If Tillie’s Tub is filled with coffee, we hope it's Sanka Coffee! Tillie 
works for Ringling Brothers and Barnum 8s Bailey Circus, and needs her 
sleep. But elephants are smart; so probably Tillie picks Sanka Coffee, 
It’s 97% caffein-free, and can’t keep anyone awake! If the caffein in 
coffee robs you of sleep ... switch to Sanka Coffee, real coffee ...all 
coffee ... only the caffein is removed. The Council on Foods of the 
American Medical Association says: “Sanka Coffee is free from caffein 
effect and can be used when other coffee has been forbidden.” Get Sanka 
Coffee in “regular” or “drip” grind. 

REAL COFFEE 97% CAFFEIN-FREE DRINK IT AND SLEEP! 

PRICE REDUCED! SANKA COFFEE NOW SELLIN6 AT THE LOWEST PRICE ON RECORD! 
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Truly rural and alluring for vacation- 
ing juniors in the country or at the 
seaside, this design gives you some- 
thing decidedly new and different. 
Filmdom's charming little Peggy Moran 
shows you how delightfully it makes 
up in a combination of checked ging- 
ham and white pique. It's just as 
fetching in other combinations. Pat- 
tern No H-3447 is designed for sizes 
11. 13. 15. 17 and 19 '29 to 37 bust). 
Size 13. for sleeves and skirt, requires 
3 '>£> yards of 35-inch labric: waist por- 
tion and skirt facing requires 2>3 yards. 
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2. WHY CANADA DRYT Here’s one 

reason. A resident expert on the f 
Island of Jamaica seeks out the 
world’s choicest ginger root to make 
this inexpensive luxury the world’s 
finest ginger ale. ^ 
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Wings of summer! Light os the plane she flies seems Aviatrix Bettie Thompson of West 
Philadelphia, charter member of the Ninety- nines, women’s national flying organization, 
as she ploys beach ball by the tumbling sea at Ocean City, N. J. 
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1. YOUR OUISTS may consider you a considerate hostess—but what about your fam- 
ily? Why not treat them as you would a guest—with delicious Canada Dry... often! 
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3. BIDTIMI SNACK afternoon 
: pickup Canada Dry comes in 

handy so many ways! So pure and 
"gingervating,” doctors often rec- 

ommend it. Let your children enjoy 
! it often. The cost is little—the ap- 
[ predation great. 

HAVING A PARTY? Serve Sparkling Canada Dry Water —the soda with pin-point carbonation. 

THREE CONVENIENT SIZES 
S* (individual size) 3 for 25< (medium size) 

15< (large family size) 
(plus depostfs) 

Tune in on “INFORMATION, PLEASE!” Canada Dry’s Smash Radio Hit. See your local newspaper for Station and Time 


